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ABSTRACT

We present photometry of the intermediate polar FO Aquarii (FO Aqr) obtained as part of the K2 mission using the Kepler space telescope. The amplitude spectrum of the data confirms the orbital period of 4.8508(4) h, and the shape of the light curve is consistent with the outer edge of the accretion disc being eclipsed when folded on this period. The average flux of FO Aqr changed during the observations, suggesting a change in the mass accretion rate. There is no evidence in the amplitude spectrum of a longer period that would suggest disc precession. The amplitude spectrum also shows the white dwarf spin period of 1254.3401(4) s, the beat period of 1351.329(2) s, and 31 other spin and orbital harmonics. The detected period is longer than the last reported period of 1254.284(16) s, suggesting that FO Aqr is now spinning down, and has a positive $P$. There is no detectable variation in the spin period over the course of the $K2$ observations, but the phase of the spin cycle is correlated with the system brightness. We also find that the amplitude of the beat signal is correlated with the system brightness.
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1 INTRODUCTION

FO Aquarii (FO Aqr) is a binary system containing a magnetic white dwarf (WD) which accretes material from a near-main-sequence companion. It was initially discovered as the X-ray source H2215−086 (Marshall et al. 1979) and classified as a cataclysmic sequence companion. It was initially discovered as the X-ray source white dwarf (WD) which accretes material from a near-main-sequence companion. It was initially discovered as the X-ray source white dwarf (WD) which accretes material from a near-main-sequence companion. It was initially discovered as the X-ray source white dwarf (WD) which accretes material from a near-main-sequence companion.
primary is spun up to have a period of milliseconds by accretion of matter (Wijnands & van der Klis 1998) and where the accretion disc can also be truncated by the strong magnetic moment of the neutron star. It is also important for understanding accretion in young stellar objects, low-mass black hole binaries and active galactic nuclei, where the primary accretor is a supermassive black hole (Scaringi et al. 2015). Recent work has shown that, despite the differences in the primary star and the energy of these systems, there is a possible common link in their accretion physics. The rms–flux relation, which shows a linear relationship between the flux and amount of ‘flickering’ in a system, seems to hold true for all of these systems (Scaringi et al. 2015 and references therein). It is best seen as a break in the amplitude spectrum of an accreting system, and for CVs, this break occurs at $\sim 10^{-3}$ Hz (Scaringi et al. 2012, 2015).

The spin period of the WD primary in FO Aqr was found to be 1254 s (Shafter & Targan 1982; Patterson & Steiner 1983) while optical modulations of the light curve revealed periods of 4.03 h (Shafter & Targan 1982; Patterson & Steiner 1983) and 4.85 h (Patterson & Steiner 1983). The 4.85 h signal was later confirmed as the orbital period (2$\pi/\Omega$) of the system by Osborne & Mukai (1989). Modulations at these wavelengths have also been seen in the X-ray and infrared. The beat period ($P_B = 2\pi/\omega - 2\pi/\Omega$) of 1350 s has also been seen in the optical and X-ray. Four other harmonics of the spin frequency (2$\omega$ to 5$\omega$) and various sideband periods have been seen in the X-ray (Beardmore et al. 1998).

The spin period in FO Aqr has fluctuated significantly since it was discovered. In 1982, Shafter & Targan (1982) found it to be 1254.44(1) s, while during the 1980s the spin period was refined to 1254.514(3) s and had a positive $\dot{P}$ (Shafter & Macry 1987), meaning the WD was spinning down. However, observations reported by Steinman-Cameron, Imamura & Steiman-Cameron (1989) from 1987 showed the period to be 1254.511(4) s with a positive $\dot{P}$ ($\dot{P} \approx 0$).

In 1993, Kruszewski & Semeniuk (1993) found the spin period to be 1254.518(2) s. This period had decreased to 1254.446(2) s by 1998 (Kruszewski & Semeniuk 1998; Patterson et al. 1998) with a negative $\dot{P}$ reported, suggesting that the WD was now spinning up. The period had further decreased to 1254.441(1) s by 2003 (Williams 2003), and to 1254.284(16) s by 2004 (Andronov, Ostrova & Burwitz 2005).

There is strong evidence for disc-overflow accretion in FO Aqr. The strength of the spin frequency signal seen in the X-ray and optical amplitude spectrum supports the disc-fed model, while the strength of the beat frequency in the amplitude spectrum supports the stream-fed model. The combination of both of these suggests that FO Aqr accretes via the disc-overflow model (Norton et al. 1992; Hellier 1993).

Here, we present photometry taken of FO Aqr as part of the K2 mission (Howell et al. 2014), spanning a range of 69 d with a cadence of 1 min. We analyse the amplitude spectrum, and track the changing amplitudes of the various components that make up the spin modulation, and relate these changes to the changing accretion rate and modes in the system.

### 2 OBSERVATIONS

Observations of FO Aqr were taken by the Kepler space telescope as part of the K2 mission observing campaign field 3 between 2014 November 14 and 2015 February 3 (MJD 56977–57046). The data are stored under the Ecliptic Plane Input Catalogue (EPIC) identification number EPIC206292760. The 1 min cadence data were extracted using PYKE (Still & Barclay 2012). Kepler fires its thrusters every 48 h, and as such, the target flux of FO Aqr decreased to zero while the spacecraft readjusted. Data taken during the thruster firing had QUALITY tags in the Kepler FITS file data structure greater than 0, and were removed from the light curve.

### 3 LIGHT-CURVE ANALYSIS

#### 3.1 Full light curve

The 1 min cadence data were subjected to a Lomb–Scargle (LS) periodogram (Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982) using the astrolM PYTHON library (Vanderplas et al. 2012) to search for the spin period of the WD and the orbital period. A small section of the amplitude spectrum, around the main/strongest signal in the light curve, can be seen in Figs 1 and 2. The top-left panel of Fig. 2 shows the orbital frequency of 0.572 65 $\times 10^{-4}$ Hz and nine higher harmonics. The top-right panel of Fig. 2 has a strong frequency peak at 7.972 319(2) $\times 10^{-4}$ Hz ($P = 1351.329(2)$ s). Also visible is the beat frequency of 7.400 151(1) $\times 10^{-4}$ Hz ($P_B = 1351.329(2)$ s). Table 1 shows the frequency of all detected peaks, along with their amplitudes.

The amplitude spectrum of FO Aqr in Fig. 1 shows a break at $\sim 10^{-3}$ Hz, where the slope of the continuum in the amplitude spectrum changes. This matches the break seen in other CVs such as MV Lyrae (Scaringi et al. 2012), V1504 Cyg, KIC 8751494 (Van de Sande, Scaringi & Knigge 2015), BZ Cam, CM Del, KR Aur, RW Tri, UU Aqr and V345 Pav (Scaringi et al. 2015), and is associated with the rms–flux relation. The high-frequency flickering associated with the rms–flux relation is thought to originate from the inner parts of the accretion disc close to the surface of the WD (Scaringi et al. 2012). If this is true, then it is surprising that the frequency break in FO Aqr matches the frequency break in systems such as MV Lyrae, since the inner radius of the accretion disc in FO Aqr, which is truncated by the magnetic field, is much larger than in these non-magnetic systems.

#### 3.2 Phased light curve

Hellier, Mason & Cropper (1989) proposed that the companion in FO Aqr eclipses the near side of the accretion disc and suggested an inclination between 65° and 75°, based on the recurring minimum
present in the light curve when phased to the orbital period. We now consider if this minimum is present for the 69 d of observations.

We initially phased the light curve using the orbital period from Table 1. Then, the phased light curve was binned, and the minimum of the light curve was set to $\phi = 0$ ($T_0 =$ 2456982.2278(6)). Fig. 3 shows this phased light curve. The eclipse of the outer accretion disc as proposed by Hellier et al. (1989) is clearly visible at $\phi = 0$. The minimum rms of each bin in Fig. 3 occurred at $\phi = 0$, which is when the outer part of the accretion disc is being eclipsed.

### 4 VARIABILITY OF THE SPIN SIGNAL

Long-term monitoring of IPs usually reveals either a spin-up or spin-down of the WD, as the magnetic connection between the inner edge of the disc and a magnetic primary star exerts accretion torques on the magnetic primary (Ghosh & Lamb 1978, 1979). As mentioned previously, FO Aqr has a history of switching from spin-up to spin-down (Patterson et al. 1998). We now investigate whether we can detect variations in the spin signal of FO Aqr from the $K_2$ data, and establish how the period has changed since the last reported value of 1254.284(16) s (Andronov et al. 2005).

The power of the $\omega - 2\Omega$ peak seems to vary with time, but the detectability of this peak is strongly dependent on the size of the data segment used to estimate the amplitude. Hence, we attribute this to poor signal-to-noise, as opposed to a physical mechanism within the system. To better see this, consider the segments before $T_0 = 2454393$, and also in reverse in the

$T_0$ for calculating the spin period was set to the maximum of one of the spin cycles located in the middle of the data set, at $T_0 =$ 2457012.4554(1).

#### 4.1 Variability of spin period

In order to look for variations in the WD spin frequency, the light curve was split into segments and each segment was subjected to an LS periodogram. The results of two different segment sizes [5000 points (3.5 d) per segment and 2000 points (1.4 d) per segment] are shown in Fig. 4. The WD spin frequency is stable for both segment sizes, as is the beat frequency. The stability of the spin frequency would normally be associated with a stable mass transfer rate over the observations. However, as we will show in Section 4.2, the observations were not sensitive to large variations in $\dot{m}$.

The power of the $\omega - 2\Omega$ peak is clearly visible with strong power. However, using the 2000 point per bin data, this peak is lost in noise. This is also visible in reverse in the
Table 1. Frequency peaks seen in Fig. 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz \times 10^{-4})</th>
<th>Period (h)</th>
<th>Relative amplitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>0.57265(4)</td>
<td>4.8508(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2\Omega$</td>
<td>1.1456(8)</td>
<td>2.425(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3\Omega$</td>
<td>1.7185(8)</td>
<td>1.6164(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4\Omega$</td>
<td>2.2912(8)</td>
<td>1.2123(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5\Omega$</td>
<td>2.8639(9)</td>
<td>0.9699(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$6\Omega$</td>
<td>3.4369(8)</td>
<td>0.8082(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7\Omega$</td>
<td>4.007(1)</td>
<td>0.6928(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$8\Omega$</td>
<td>4.5825(8)</td>
<td>0.6062(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$9\Omega$</td>
<td>5.1547(9)</td>
<td>0.5389(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The spin period detected by $K2$ was 1254.3401(4) s. This period is shorter than the previously recorded periods of 1254.4446(2) s (Kruszewski & Semeniuk 1998; Patterson et al. 1998) and 1254.4441(1) s (Williams 2003), but longer than the period from 2004 of 1254.284(16) s (Andronov et al. 2005). Fig. 5 shows three further-order fits to the data in Williams (2003), along with the period from Andronov et al. (2005) and our $K2$ period. This suggests that between 2005 and the beginning of the $K2$ observations, FO Aqr ceased spinning up, and began to spin down. Taking the period from the $K2$ observations and the period from Andronov et al. (2005) gives an estimate of the current $\dot{P} = 2.0(5) \times 10^{-10}$ s$^{-1}$. Williams (2003) estimated $\dot{P}$ to be $-4.1 \times 10^{-10}$ s$^{-1}$ by 2015 based on their third-order ephemeris. However, the large cycle-count ambiguity between the $K2$ observations and the observations in Patterson et al. (1998), Kruszewski & Semeniuk (1998) and Williams (2003) prevents a direct linking of these data sets.

### 4.2 Variability of spin phase

There is no evidence of a significant $\dot{P}$ from our data alone in Section 4.1, so we now look for changes in the phase of the spin signal, which is a more sensitive technique than Section 4.1, to confirm the lack of a $\dot{P}$ in the Kepler data.

In order to investigate whether the spin signal of the WD varies over the orbital period, the light curve was phased using the orbital...
and spin periods. The orbital and spin phase was calculated for each data point in the light curve and then, to align the spin phases, the zero phase of the spin period closest to the zero phase of the orbital period was shifted so that the two zero phases overlapped. As there are several cycles of the spin signal within an orbital period of the binary, we can measure the zero phase of spin signal accurately and align it with the zero phase of the orbital period. This shows the variation due to the spin signal of the WD within a single binary period. We now investigate whether there is a change in the spin phase over the length of the light curve, which will indicate a spin-up or spin-down of the WD. The resulting phased light curve can be seen in the top panel of Fig. 6, which shows how the amplitude and phase of the spin signal change over the course of the orbital period. This is better seen in the 3D plot in the bottom panel of Fig. 6, which shows that the amplitude of the spin signal is strongest at the orbital phase of 0.75 and 0.25, and also that the arrival time of the spin signal depends on the orbital phase. At orbital phase 0, the spin signal arrives when expected, but at orbital phase 0.5, the spin signal arrives earlier than expected. This means the phase of the spin signal changes over the orbital period.

To investigate the change of the spin signal over the entire observation window, the data were split up into sections consisting of 1000 points each (~50 spin periods per section). A multi-sine function of the form

\[ F(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{4} A_n \sin \left( 2\pi \left( f_n t + \phi_n \right) \right) \]

was fitted to the WD spin signal, after the orbital variation in the light curve had been removed. The values for \( f_1, f_2, f_3 \) and \( f_4 \), which are the spin frequency and the three strongest sideband frequencies, were set at 7.972319 \times 10^{-4}, 7.40015 \times 10^{-4}, 8.54509 \times 10^{-4} \text{ and } 6.82652 \times 10^{-4} \text{ Hz, respectively, using the values from Table 1, and each } A_n \text{ and } \phi_n \text{ was allowed to vary. Fig. 7 shows } \Delta \phi_1, \text{ the change in phase of the spin signal, versus time along with the change in flux from FO Aqr.}

Fig. 7 shows that \( \Delta \phi_1 \), the change in phase of the spin signal, correlates well with the observed change in flux from FO Aqr. If this change in phase of the spin signal is due to the torque between the

Figure 5. The observed spin period changes in FO Aqr (solid line), adopted from Williams (2003) based on 20 years of data. The dashed lines show three possible fourth-order extrapolations from Williams (2003) caused by an uncertainty in the cycle count. The period measure by K2 is shown at the right and the error bars in both period and cycle count are smaller than the size of the point. Andronov et al. (2005) measure a spin period that is shorter than that seen by K2 suggesting that sometime between 2005 and 2014, FO Aqr ceased spinning up, and began to spin down.

Figure 6. Top panel: the phased light curve of FO Aqr, where the spin phase for each successive orbit has been shifted so that 0 spin phase of each orbit corresponds to 0 orbital phase. Bottom panel: a 3D representation of the spin signal as a function of the orbital phase. The peak of the spin signal arrives earliest near orbital phase 0.7 and latest just before eclipse.

Figure 7. The change in phase of the spin signal (blue) and the change in flux relative to the 69 d average (green) versus time. The change in the phase of the spin signal is thought to be related to either the torque exerted on the WD or a change in the mass accretion rate.
accretion disc and the WD, then the radius at which the accretion disc is truncated by the magnetic field can be estimated.

First, assume that the instantaneous accretion rate $\dot{m}$ results in a spin-up of the WD

$$I \frac{d\omega}{dt} = \dot{m} R_k^2 \Omega_k - \alpha,$$

(2)

where $I$ is the moment of inertia of the WD, $R_k$ is the radius at the coupling point where the material connects to the magnetic field and $\Omega_k = \sqrt{GM/R_k^3}$ is the corresponding Keplerian angular velocity. $\alpha$ represents a constant drag on the magnetic field by the disc material. Assuming that the mean accretion rate, $\langle \dot{m} \rangle$, results in no net spin-up or spin-down of the WD, $\alpha$ can be expressed as $\alpha = \langle \dot{m} \rangle \sqrt{G M R_k}$, so that

$$I \frac{d\omega}{dt} = \sqrt{G M R_k} \langle \dot{m} \rangle = \langle \dot{m} \rangle \Phi,$$

(3)

The change in accretion rate above its mean value also results in an increase of the observed flux $f$. Let $\beta$ be a constant scaling factor, then $\dot{m} - \langle \dot{m} \rangle = \beta \Delta f$. Finally, writing the spin frequency in terms of the phase change $\phi = \Phi$ and integrating twice, we find

$$\phi(t) = \phi(0) + \dot{\phi}(0)t + \beta \sqrt{G M R_k} \int_0^t \int_0^{t'} \Delta f(t'') dt'' dt',$$

(4)

where $\Delta f$ is the fractional flux shown in Fig. 7. We numerically integrated equation (4) to determine $R_k$, i.e. the disc truncation radius required if the observed phase change was due to a spin-up torque. Using a canonical value for the WD mass in a CV ($M \sim 0.87 M_\odot$; Littlefair et al. 2008; Zorotovic, Schreiber & Gansicke 2011) and the average accretion rate for FO Aqr of $\langle \dot{m} \rangle \sim 1 \times 10^{-9} M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$ calculated by Williams (2003), then we find that $R_k \approx 10^7 R_\odot$. The binary separation in a $P_{\text{ORB}} = 4.85$ h binary such as FO Aqr is $\approx 1.5 R_\odot$, so the required $R_k$ is orders of magnitude larger than the binary separation of the system. As such, we attribute the change in the phase of the spin signal to a possible change in either the mass accretion rate or the accretion geometry, as opposed to a genuine variation in the spin phase of the WD.

### 4.3 Modulation of the spin and beat frequencies

Fig. 8 shows the amplitudes of the various components for each section of data, found in the same way that $\Delta \phi$ was found in the previous section, along with the change in flux relative to the 69 d average for each section of data from the uncorrected Kepler light curve.

The amplitude variations seen in the spin and beat signals strongly correlate with the change in flux from the system, as seen in Fig. 8. This suggests that the mass accretion rate in this system is not stable over a time-scale of $\sim 50$ spin periods. However, this is due to the increased sensitivity of this method of fitting sine waves with a fixed period (versus a running periodogram) to small changes in the mass accretion rate.

For the first 50 d of observations, the amplitudes of the $\omega - \Omega$ and the $\omega + \Omega$ signals were similar, and the flux in the system increased and decreased in line with the changing amplitude of the spin signal. The easiest way to have equal power in both of these sideband frequencies was if the accretion geometry was a simple disc, without accretion disc overflow, as proposed by Norton et al. (1992). After day 2192 (BJD−245833), the amplitude of the $\omega - \Omega$ peak began to increase, while the amplitude of $\omega + \Omega$ remained stable. This suggests an increase in the accretion rate in the system at this time, which caused more optical light to be reflected by the source of the beat signal in the system (either the hotspot or the heated side of the companion). The increased accretion rate is supported by the sustained increase in the amplitude in the spin frequency and the overall flux.

### 5 CONCLUSION

The 69 d light curve of FO Aqr taken by the Kepler K2 mission displays the power of observing an IP continuously for long periods of time. The K2 data gave an accurate spin period of the WD and determined the varying power in the sidebands of the amplitude spectrum over 69 d of continuous observation. It provided comparable accuracy to ground-based observations which took place over decades. This is a true testament to the power of K2 in studying the time-varying mechanisms that are present in magnetically accreting objects.

The eclipse of the outer accretion disc proposed by Hellier et al. (1989) is consistently seen throughout the 69 d light curve. The minimum of the rms is seen at orbital phase zero also, in line with the outer part of the accretion disc being eclipsed. There is no evidence for a precessing disc in the system, which would have shown up as a period longer than the orbital period in the amplitude spectrum.

The spin period has increased to 1254.3401(4) s since the last reported value from 2005, when FO Aqr was known to be spinning up. It appears this spin-up has ceased, and further short observations over the coming year should be carried out to confirm that FO Aqr is now in a state of spinning down, and to allow for an accurate value of $P$ to be determined using our $T_0$ and spin period.

The K2 observations will help to establish an unambiguous cycle count for future observations of FO Aqr, which will be important in determining if the current spin-down in FO Aqr continues. Future K2 observations of other IPs may help us to probe changes in their spin frequencies on time-scales as short as $\sim 2.5$ months.
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